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Bærekraftig Bevegelsesfrihet 
== 
low average trip times



Ruter and Radical innovation



A 
technological 
possibility  
looking for a 
problem to 
solve. 

User needs
Societal demands 

economic  
environmental  
social

Technology



What to look for:  

vapourware,  Does it seem too good to be true? 
Unrealistic promises, ignores transportation research 
immature yet hyped technology,  
reinforcing existing paradigmes, 
simplistic solutions to complex problems.  
Is it equitable, actually sustainable?





Support innovation that starts here:  

User needs

Societal demands 

economic  
environmental  
social

Technology



How can we achieve low average trip times

Yet still be sustainable

High capacity modes, transit supplements 
Flexible first/last mile,  
Car alternatives 



Average Trip Times 
 
The only mode that can compete with the car 
on trip time, flexibility and experience on 
longer distances is bike+transit(+bike)



The question is not how do we improve cars. 
It’s how do we improve life for human beings.



"[Cars are] the 
most inefficient 
and costly of all 
forms of public 
transportation." 

Lewis Mumford 1957



70% of all car trips are 
 less than 10km



“The fascinating thing of an e-bike is that it radically changes the ethic of a bicycle. 
Traditionally, changes in bicycles focused on weight reduction. The problem is that 
upgrading a bicycle can only be done to a certain limit and it only appeals to athletes. But 
what you want to achieve is a change of people’s behaviour. E-bikes enable that. The e-
bike makes a form of transport accessible to a wider audience. Or even more interesting, 
it enables us to repurpose the bicycle.



Why not shared?



"no mode can compete with the private bike on a life 
cycle approach. It is the champion in terms of energy, 
GHG emissions, and preservation of natural 
resources, biodiversity and human health"  
- Anne de Bortoli





Expensive bike?



A practical, efficient, low cost alternative to a lot car trips



Bike when you can, use other modes when you need to

Car Sharing
Taxi

Transit
Periodic  
car rental/sub

Shared 
Micromobility



Planet 

Climate and local air 

pollution, noise, space, 

nature impact, 

lifespan, circularity.

People 

Egalitarian 

mode, human 

scale, velocity 

and space

Profit 

Degrowth, consume 

reduction, yet valuable 

and profitable. Quality 

of life

How might we solve real peoples 
 problems in a sustainable way 

on a level that benefits the 
common good?



Thank you! 
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